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We are asking you to vote for PCS Independent Left  candidates 

to help turn PCS into a membership led Union which delivers for 

members.  

We want to work with PCS members to reverse the decline in 

living standards and terms and conditions and the marked 

decline in PCS’ effectiveness as a national union.  

The current PCS leadership has been in control for 15 years of 

increasing failure and simply offer more of the same.  

 

The Government  is to blame for the attacks upon us but the 

NEC is responsible for anticipating and preparing for those 

attacks and the current leadership has failed this test.  

PCS IL candidates possess positive experience, a strategic sense 

of purpose, new ideas and an intense desire to win for 

members. 

 

It is damning that the current leadership presides over gaps of 

£3000-£4000 between AOs, EOs and HEOs in different 

departments but working at the same grade and in the same 

region. Similar inequalities exist at other grades and they are life 

time inequalities, reflected in our pension, pension lump sum, 

and severance entitlements.   

 

The current NEC keeps quiet about these gross inequalities. It 

passively hopes that a Jeremy Corbyn led Labour Government 

will be elected and return us to common national pay rates.  

But it has not even developed a meaningful PCS civil service pay 

policy for such an eventuality and lacks the courage to admit to 

members that passively “waiting for Jeremy” is its “strategy”, 

one which it will do nothing to help bring about.    

Vote for change: reverse the decline in living standards 

Blame the government, elect a PCS leadership fit for purpose 

Fair pay and equality of pay 

“Waiting for Jeremy” on common national pay rates 

From leading strikes in their 

branches against office 

closures to securing the best 

pay and terms in their 

departments, our candidates 

are at the forefront of the 

unions activity.  



 

 

  As reps and activists, we know the union can do better 

The NEC is not ballot ready 

      Vote   

 If you agree… 

www.PCSindependentleft.com 

Place equality at the heart of the unions work 

As the Government’s 1% pay policy began to fracture in the wake of the 2017 General Election 

result and pressures in the NHS and elsewhere, our passive NEC launched a very long overdue 

campaign for a pay rise in excess of inflation.  The immense work of rank and file 

representatives in the branches won the indicative pay ballot early last November but the NEC’s 

passivity wasted precious time in November, December and January that should have been 

used to build up membership support for action and to develop a convincing industrial and 

political campaign strategy.  

It is still not reaching out sufficiently to ordinary members and in a convincing and imaginative 

way. Representatives will rightly work incredibly hard to win a legal ballot under the Tories anti- 

union laws but we need an NEC which is properly supportive and provides real leadership. 

The IL will place equality at the centre of PCS’ 

campaigning: politically, legally and industrially challenging 

discriminatory treatment. IL members pioneered the: 

o Introduction of contractually guaranteed pay 

progression in civil service bargaining units where it led 

pay negotiations, delivering equal pay irrespective of 

gender, ethnicity and age.  

o Use of equality monitoring and impact assessment in 

employee relations and won PCS to making it a policy 

tool throughout the civil service. 

A Better deal for Young 

Members 

We want a better deal for our 

young members, who all too 

often placed on inferior terms to 

longer serving members. We 

want all apprentices paid the 

rate for the grade and to be 

guaranteed a permanent job at 

the end of their apprenticeship. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.cwu.org/media/news/2015/march/25/cwu-elections/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwj1tr6G1ZzTAhXiCsAKHTb5DBwQwW4IGDAB&usg=AFQjCNEmrEOBXVFq4EI0s-oe2Jq8Ie0n-g

